CONFIDENTIALITY COMMITMENT
REMOTE EXECUTION
I, the undersigned ………………………………………… (name of representative) as the
representative of …………………………………………. (name of Institution) (hereinafter referred
to as: Institution) in the name of the Institution
with regard to the Contract Nr. ………………………………. signed with the Hungarian Central
Statistical Office for remote execution commit myself to the following terms:
1. I ensure that only researcher(s) indicated on the data request form for remote execution
and having a legal relationship with the Institution shall have access to the outputs
received from the and having been checked for disclosure control by the HCSO. I
acknowledge that addition of any further researcher may only take place with the prior
written consent of the HCSO and upon amendment of the above indicated contract and
the data request form for remote execution.
2. I ensure that the above indicated researchers shall use the checked outputs solely for
the research purpose indicated on the data request form for remote execution and the
above mentioned contract.
3. I ensure that the researcher having access to the checked outputs do not attempt by any
means whatsoever to identify the statistical units in the data file or to disclose any
information related to them.
4. I commit myself to take all necessary measures for holding the researcher having a legal
relationship with the Institution liable in case of any violation of the terms for the use of
the research outputs set forth in the above indicated contract for remote execution.
5. I acknowledge that the Institution I represent shares a joint and several liability for the
actions of the researchers indicated on the data request form for remote execution. I
acknowledge that the Institution is liable for the violation of the terms of use for the
research outputs according to the Hungarian Civil Code.
I hereby acknowledge that I am familiar with the rules and terms of the Act. No. XLVI of 1993.
on Statistics and the Government Decree No. 170/1993. (XII. 3.), the Act No. CXII of 2011 on
the Right of Informational Self-Determination and on Freedom of Information, as well as the
internal regulations of the HCSO concerning data protection and IT security.
These obligations stay in effect after the expiration of the contract for remote execution.
Place, Date of signature
…………………………………………….
name of representative
name of Institution

